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Abstract

Electronic DNA-biosensor with a single nucleotide resolution capability is highly desirable for 

personalized medicine. However, existing DNA-biosensors, especially single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) detection systems have poor sensitivity and specificity and lack real-time 

wireless data transmission. We have used DNA-tweezers with graphene FET for SNP detection 

and transmitted data for analysis by wireless. Picomolar sensitivity of quantitative SNP detection 

was achieved by observing changes in Dirac point shift and resistance change. The use of DNA-

tweezers probe with high quality graphene FET significantly improves analytical characteristics of 

SNP detection by enhancing the sensitivity more than 1,000-fold in comparison to our previous 

work. The electrical signal resulting from resistance changes triggered by DNA strand-

displacement and related changes in the DNA geometry was recorded and transmitted remotely to 

personal electronics. Practical implementation of this enabling technology will provide cheaper, 

faster and portable point-of-care molecular health status monitoring and diagnostic devices.

Abstract

Sensing and wireless transmission of genetic mutations with picomolar sensitivity. Top: DNA 

nano tweezers-based sensors of genetic defects. Specific interactions between sensors and mutant 

nucleic acids release electrons and reduce distance between sensors and graphene surface. 

Bottom: Electric current changes triggered by molecular interactions are captured by graphene 

FET detector. Signal is transmitted wirelessly to smartphones or smartwatches in real-time.
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The detection and sequencing of DNA and RNA molecules for diagnostics,[1] forensics,[2] 

and environmental monitoring[3] are of great interest in global personalized medicine. 

Current DNA and RNA nucleic acids detection methods primarily are not lable-free, they 

use fluorescent labeling and require sophisticated and lab-based fluorimeters or laser 

scanners to analyze optical signals. Unfortunately, none of the existing commercially 

available abovementioned technologies can be developed into portable sensors for early 

detection of genetic markers for devastating human disorders such as cancer and 

Alzheimer’s disease. Miniaturized chip-based electrical detection of DNA will eliminate the 

aforementioned limitations and would enable in-field or at home detection of specific DNA 

sequences and polymorphisms.[4] Significantly, electrical sensing-based methods have 

successfully lowered the limit of sequence specific DNA detection to the femtomolar 

level[5, 6] and thus should allow no need for PCR amplification of the genetic materials. A 

field effect transistor (FET) can be employed as a highly sensitive DNA sensor and can 

potentially be integrated with other on-chip analytical systems.

Graphene,[7] an atomic-layer of carbon atoms arranged in honeycomb lattice, is ideal to 

serve as the transducer of a biosensing platform. All charge carriers (holes/electrons) in 

graphene, confined in a narrow range closed to the surface of graphene, are exposed and thus 

are ultra susceptive to electrostatic variation in the surrounding environment. Furthermore, 

FET electrical devices based on graphene have low intrinsic electrical noise. These two 

combined features make graphene an extremely sensitive material for biosensing 

applications. Graphene-based detection of macro-sized bacteria has been reported.[8] These 

bacterial surfaces contain considerably larger electrical charges and hence relatively easier to 

be detected.

DNA biosensors using graphene synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method 

(and used in this study) have shown the superior sensitivity of fM level.[6] Highly specific 
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detection of biomolecules with relatively small electrical charges, such as DNA or RNA 

molecules, has been demonstrated recently.[9] Significantly, this study did not need any 

PCR-based or other amplification of the analytes. An important advantage of using an 

electrical signal-based DNA sensor compared to existing fluorescence-based techniques is 

its compact size and portability. Moreover, these electronic sensors can be integrated 

seamlessly with wireless platforms for transmitting signals to a portable computing and/or 

display device such as a smart phone.Moreover, the large-scale production of graphene by 

CVD enables scalable production of high-quality graphene FET-based biosensors. Thus 

electrical signal-based DNA sensors would facilitate end-users access to DNA, RNA and 

other nucleic acids detection chip technology.[10]

Detection of SNP mutations with high specificity and sensitivity is essential for a broad 

range of diagnostic applications.[11] Recently, we have reported SNP detection using DNA 

strand displacement based-probe on graphene FET. Significantly, unlike commonly used 

short nucleic acid sequence in optical sensing, we were able to detect relatively long nucleic 

acid sequences with unprecedented specificity.[9] The detection did not require analytes 

amplification. The sensitivity, however was in nanomolar range. A more efficient design of 

the nucleic acid-sensing probe is necessary to achieve higher sensitivity as would be 

expected for the concentration of analytes in biological fluids.

In this manuscript, we report a new approach for detecting nucleic acid polymorphism using 

DNA nano-tweezer-based nucleic acid-sensing probes engineered to achieve an improved 

analytical performance when combined with a graphene FET chip. We also demonstrate the 

practical implementation of wireless transmission of the sensed electrical signal. First, the 

design of DNA nano-tweezer-based probes was tested and optimized for detection of SNP 

with fluorescently-labeled DNA nano-tweezers. Then DNA nano-tweezers without the 

fluorescent label was immobilized onto the graphene surface by π-π stacking and amine-

amide bonding as previously reported.[9] The patterns and efficiency of immobilization of 

DNA nano-tweezers as well as their interactions with the targets were verified with atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) imaging. The detection of SNP was then carried-out with the 

graphene FET sensor.

The analytical performance of the graphene FET biosensor was examined by the electrical 

signal-based detection of the DNA strand displacement triggered by target DNA that drove 

the strand displacement and opening of the DNA nano-tweezers on the chip. When the DNA 

nano-tweezers open following the interactions with the target, it causes the switching of 

varied lengths of strands and this in turns causes a charge difference before and after strand 

displacement which doesn’t require any labeling or additional processes. This result changes 

in the measured resistance and Dirac-point of the graphene (Scheme 1). To implement 

wireless capabilities, the graphene DNA chip was connected to a wireless system using a 

microcontroller board. The analytical performance of the integrated wireless biosensor 

platform is validated by showing that electrical signals (e.g., current and voltage) are reliably 

received using wireless communication to personal electronic devices, laptops, and 

smartphones, for further analysis and reporting.
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The scheme of strand displacement and single mismatch detection by double-stranded (DS) 

probe (also called zipper) and tweezers are shown in Scheme 1. The DS probe design 

(Scheme 1A) was successfully used previously.[9] DNA nano-tweezers are prepared by the 

hybridization of two complementary strands. Both normal (N) and weak strands (W) are 57 

nt (Scheme 1B). N and W consisted of DS zipper, loop and hinge parts. The zipper and 

hinge parts are complementary, hybridized with each other while the loop parts are non-

complementary, and remained un-hybridized. Therefore, N and W are complementary to 

each other except 10 nt of loop part in the middle of the DNA nano-tweezers. The four-

guanine bases of W were substituted with inosines (I) to lessen the affinity between the two 

strands with respect to target strand (T). The structure of the DNA nano-tweezers with 

specific sequences is shown in Figure S1. As shown in Scheme 1B, when 30 nt of target 

strand (T), which is fully complementary with N and 5nt of the loop part on N, is introduced 

to DNA nano-tweezers, it displaces W and hybridizes with N. Even though the displacement 

happens, the hinge part is not dissociated and keeps binding with the DNA nano-tweezers; as 

such, the triple-stranded complex is formed.[12] Inosine (I) plays the role of shortening the 

toehold part. The single mismatch between T strand and N strand, significantly decrease the 

affinity as well as the rate of reaction compared to the perfectly matched T and N strands 

(Scheme 1C). This is consistent with the previous report on DNA zippers.[9]

Strand displacement was monitored over time with fluorescence labeling using Texas Red at 

the end of W strand (Figure 1) and a fluorescence quencher at the end of N strand. When the 

quencher strand (N) hybridized with the fluorescent strand (W), the fluorescence emission 

was quenched. In the present study, all possible variations of nucleobase (A, T, G, and C) in 

T strand and N strand were tested by fluorescence-based strand displacement experiment. 

Then one sequence was selected and tested for the following tests (Figure 1C and Figure 

1D). When the T strand containing perfectly match base was added to the sample, strand 

displacement and the resulting higher fluorescence intensity with respect to mismatch T 

strand was observed (Figure 1C). The reaction kinetic analysis with respect to time clearly 

showed that the rate of W strand displacement with mismatch T strand was slower as well as 

measured fluorescence signals were lower compared to those with a perfect match T. The 

displacement kinetic of different T strand was evaluated by plotting heat map, which clearly 

showed the variation in affinity with different T strand and N strand used in the experiment 

(Figure 1D). The heat map analysis strongly supports the likelihood that the SNP detection 

and discrimination platform is suitable for genotyping.

The abovementioned results clearly show that the sensitivity and strand displacement 

efficiency of the DNA tweezers depend on the initial binding affinity of N-W complex as 

well as the binding affinity of the newly formed T-N-W complex. In this case, the T-N 

strands binding affinity is the deterministic factor. The perfectly matched T strand (with base 

T) is most likely to compete with W strand for binding with N. In other cases when N is 

mismatched, the affinity of N-W strands complex will also influence the sensitivity of the 

device. Therefore different binding kinetics (Figure 1C) and the variation in plotted heat map 

with the variation in A,T,C, and G (Figure 1D) were observed. The formation and operation 

of the DNA nano-tweezers with perfect match T and single mismatch T strands were also 

supported by DNA gel electrophoresis in the previous report.[9] Significantly, it should be 

noted that the mismatch tested in our experiments is associated with prostate cancer, 
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autoimmune diseases, and other common human disorders. This SNP is designated 

‘rs2670660’ and biologically active non-coding RNA molecules harboring distinct SNP 

sequences were isolated and characterized.[13]

In order to enable electrical sensing of DNA using DNA nano-tweezers-based probes, a 

graphene FET with two electrodes and a liquid gate chamber was fabricated (Scheme 1C). 

The toehold part of N, adjacent to the graphene surface (located in the loop part, blue dotted 

circle), became double-stranded after the opening of DNA nano-tweezers by the strand 

displacement reaction (Scheme 1B). This reaction changed the electrical resistance of 

graphene channel as indicated in the I-V curve. DNA strand displacement-based probe 

namely, double stranded probe (DS probe) was reported to enhance the specificity of the 

DNA detection.[9] Importantly, unlike the DS probe, DNA nano-tweezers-based probe has a 

complex structure with the center of the probe attached to the graphene surface. As the 

center of the tweezers is bound on the surface, the formation of the tweezers would be V-

shaped and can be hanging above the surface of the graphene (Scheme 1B). When the zipper 

part of the tweezer opens, the branched geometry of the triple-stranded state following 

interactions with the target would acquire more horizontal position. As such the target 

causes DNA nano-tweezers to change the DNA geometry on the graphene surface and lay 

down closer to the graphene plane. In effect, this conformation places the negatively charged 

DNA strands in a proximity to the graphene layer and hence allows more efficient 

interference with the electrical current.

These results support the notion that the triple stranded structure pushes the detecting 

portion closer to the surface resulting in a signal, which is significantly larger than what was 

observed previously for the DS probe. A comparison of these two different probes is 

described in Scheme 1A and Scheme 1B. The effective Debye length for DNA tweezer 

decreased compared to DS probe published earlier.[9] Thus, the reduced distance between 

graphene and the sensing part of “V” shaped DNA tweezer increases its sensitivity and the 

subsequent shift in Dirac point. We reason that this is due to the horizontal laying down 

formation of the DNA nano-tweezers probe (Scheme 1), while the previous DS probe 

remains vertically standing up.

Graphene chip fabrication and the probe immobilization were obtained by the previously 

published successful methods;[9] further details are provided in the methods section. The 

presence of graphene layers after the transfer on the silicon wafer to obtain the graphene 

chip was characterized by Raman microscopy. The Raman spectrum of the graphene sample 

indicated high-quality monolayer graphene (Figure 2A).[14] Structural features of the 

functionalized graphene surface were imaged by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The 

graphene in Figure 2B shows a flat surface with some wrinkles of about 1–2 nm in height. 

These wrinkles are actually characteristic to the transferred graphene prepared with CVD.
[15] The DNA nano-tweezers when immobilized on the graphene surface appear as globular 

structures with an average height of 3.7 ± 0.7 nm (Figure 2C) and are in good agreement 

with previously published data.[9] The DNA nano-tweezers stand up in a fluid medium 

(Scheme 1B) but lie down horizontally in the air (Figure 2E). An AFM image of the 

graphene without DNA nano-tweezers in the air is shown in Figure S2. After addition of the 

perfect match DNA, the height of the globular structures decreases slightly to 3.5 ± 0.8 nm, 
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but the diameter increases somewhat more significantly, from 17.6 ± 3.3 nm for the unbound 

probe to 21.8 ± 5.0 nm for the probe with the perfect match DNA (Figure 2D). AFM 

analysis did not show significant difference in the structure and the diameter of the unbound 

and bound probes. The reason might be the formation of laid down geometry by “V” shaped 

DNA nano-tweezers with perfect matched DNA. The binding of the perfect match DNA 

strand could be confirmed by AFM. The results indicate that the graphene on the fabricated 

FET sensor chip exists as a monolayer and supports the functionalization strategy for the 

complex design of DNA nano-tweezers.

The DNA strand displacement by T strand and the subsequent charge transfer showed that 

first few displacement events would have contributed to the effective charge transfer on the 

graphene surface.[16] The addition of T strand and displacement of sensing part of DNA 

tweezer (W strand) creates laid down geometry on the graphene surface and enables 

effective detection with few T strands. Moreover, the loop part of the DNA nano-tweezers 

that is fixed to the graphene surface facilitates the strand displacement reaction.

To examine the specificity of the graphene FET sensor, perfect match and single-mismatch 

samples were tested. Target strands were incubated on the graphene FET sensor overnight, 

the strand concentrations varied from 100 pM to 100 μM, (Figure 3). The hybridization of 

perfect-match sequence (T) on the graphene sensor showed left and downward shift in U-

shaped I-V curve. This shift is indicative of the increasing resistance and imposition of the 

n-doping effect.[9] As the concentration of target strands increased, DNA tweezers showed 

clear discrimination of single mismatch (Figure 3A and Figure 3C). The I-V curve kept 

shifting left and down with increasing the concentration of perfect match (T). Significantly, 

1000 times higher concentrations of single-mismatch T samples were treated on the chip and 

approximately only −2 mV was shifted for both 100 nM and 10 μM of single-mismatch T 

(Figure 3B and Figure 3C).

Nano-tweezers probes provided greater than 1000-fold improvement in sensitivity (Figure 

3C) compared to the sensitivity when using a double-stranded DNA-zipper probe in the 

earlier study.[9] The Dirac point of the I-V curve was shifted by approximately −40 mV with 

100 pM and −110 mV with 100 nM of perfect-match T, respectively. In comparison, 10 μM 

of target DNA was needed for a similar −40 mV shift when using the double-stranded DNA 

zipper as reported previously.[9] Moreover, the maximum Dirac point shift was ~110 mV 

with DNA tweezers while it was only ~50 mV with the previous DNA zipper probe design.
[9] We reason that this is due to the transition of DNA nano-tweezers probe from vertical to 

horizontal formation triggered by the interactions with the target (Scheme 1). As mentioned 

previously, we also realized that high quality graphene grown in a defined condition would 

have also played an important role in improving the sensitivity from pM to fM level.[6] The 

single-mismatch T strand showed a much smaller shift.[9] It is reasonable to believe that a 

single-mismatch T strand could reduce the affinity and the proper strand displacement; 

however, a perfect-match T strand could increase the affinity and induce a more efficient 

strand displacement.

The effect of random DNA (control) on the specificity and sensitivity was examined using 

32-nucleotides of a random sequence of DNA (Table S1). Random DNA was mixed in 1:1 
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ratio with T strands and applied to the chip. The results show that background DNA does not 

affect the performance of the sensor and the sensor retains the ability to discriminate against 

the single mismatch target (Figure 3D).

In order to determine the possibility of remote transmission of the sensed signals, wireless 

communication of the different sets of signals were recorded by smartphone. These recorded 

measurements were compared with data recorded directly with a regular multimeter. Data 

from the two measurement systems were well matched with only ~ 5% differences. A flow 

chart of the top-level design of graphene chips communication with the smartphone is 

presented in Figure 3F with different operation aspects highlighted by a color code (Blue: 

Communication, Red: Signal Generation, Black: Measurement). The details of the low-level 

design are presented in Figure S3. The microcontroller board was a Freescale FRDM-

KL25Z with serial support, I2C, and UART communication protocols. It also provides 

Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) signal output and Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) 

allowing the board to generate and read analog signals. The setup process for the wireless 

signalling is further described in the following sections. The screenshot of the data received 

by smartphone is shown in Figure 3E. The fractional resistance change was measured for the 

perfect-match and the single-mismatch targets at different concentrations (Figure 3G). The 

accumulation of DNA on the graphene surface increased its resistance, which is supported 

by a significantly higher resistance of perfect-match T than single-mismatch T (Figure 3C). 

Clear differences were observed at all the target concentrations ranging from 100 nM to 100 

μM, and it shows much clearer discrimination of the single mismatch when compared to 

previous work.[9] The FRDM-KL25Z microcontroller board can generate a digital 

approximation of an analog signal using pulse-width-modulation (PWM). The digital nature 

of PWM introduces noise to the system and has been determined to cause electrolysis of the 

aqueous electrolytes, affecting the measurements obtained. Resistances of graphene FET, 

with and without DNA vary by only 5%, from 3.8 kΩ to 4 kΩ. To mitigate this effect, an RC 

filter is used to smooth out the PWM signal. This smoothening effect reduces the peak 

voltage experienced by the graphene FET from 3.3 V to 0.14 V. Resistance to DNA attached 

graphene FET was then measured and illustrated in Figure S4A where resistance changed by 

22 % from 15 kΩ to 18.3 kΩ. The results suggest that the aqueous electrolyte system and 

DNA attached to the graphene surface is stable. Details on how PWM causes electrolysis 

and how the RC filter is constructed can be found in Supporting Materials.

We used the FRDM-KL25Z microcontroller board which provides 5 analog-to-digital 

converters (ADC) to measure analog signals. However, the board can only measure voltages, 

requiring currents to be converted into voltage signals. These measurements were then 

plotted on an I-V graph with the gradient of the trend line representing the resistance of the 

entire circuit. The use of a trend line rejects measurement noise and reduces the impact of 

anomalous data points.

In addition, to reduce noise in the voltage measurement by the FRDM-KL25Z 

microcontroller board, every data point was taken as an average over 10000 measurements. 

Raw data points, without averaging, were used to calculate standard deviation to provide an 

estimate of the noise (Figure S4B). To further improve the measurement accuracy, a 2nd 

order moving average filter was implemented using the equation presented in supporting 
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materials.[17] Additional filtering further improved the measured values with minor 

inaccuracies (+0.35 %).

Using the wireless setup, the data was transferred to both personal computer and 

smartphone. The example of the screenshot is shown in Figure 3E and Figure S5. Electrical 

detection of a biomolecule can substitute the current fluorescence-based microarray, which 

would lead to better accessibility to patients. It also can contribute to end-user-friendly 

platforms such as a wearable or implantable biosensor. For those purposes, enhancement of 

specificity and wireless communication capability addressed in this paper are essential.

The further development and implementation of the technology would allow more affordable 

and accurate diagnosis of diseases including degenerative diseases, genetic, cancer, and 

other various SNP disorders[18] by an expert for effective personalized medicine. The 

presence of marker SNP[19] in plasma circulating DNA[20] and pM sensitivity for SNP 

discrimination in the unamplified sample will provide early diagnosis of disease. Our FET 

based SNP detection system would provide the means of real-time SNPs detection in various 

types of nucleic acid molecules, such as the detection of somatic mutations in Alzheimer’s 

disease and Age-Related Macular Degeneration,[21] and SNPs associated with HIV drug 

resistance (HIVDR) mutations for faster antiretroviral therapy (ART).[22]

For the first time, we are reporting the high-sensitivity genotyping platform with real-time 

wireless capturing and transmission of the SNP detection signal. We have also minimized 

the non-specific binding by passivating the surface with PASE and ethanolamine, which has 

been shown to provide high resistance to non-cognate materials. This work contributes to the 

practicality of electrical-based (label-free) nucleic acid sensors by improving the portability 

of the sensor and the accessibility between nano-devices monitoring biomolecular nano-

systems with end-user electronic devices. It will facilitate the development of digital and 

wireless biosensors for continuing health status monitoring, early detection and real-time 

therapy efficacy evaluation of life threatening human diseases. For example, in clinical 

applications, both SNP and single nucleotide variations (SNV), which are mechanistically 

linked to the individuals’ somatic mosaicism would benefit from our wireless design. 

Wireless transmission of data will reduce the gap between patients and doctors and the 

device portability will promote remote medical treatment as well as minimize infections 

commonly associated with invasive diagnosis. Patients will be freed from the constraint of 

wired facilities, would have comfortable testing experience and minimized impact on their 

normal activities.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Single-mismatch detection using fluorescently labeled DNA tweezers. (A) Schematics of 

strand displacement: the W strand (black with fluorophores labeled in yellow) and N strand 

(red with quencher labeled as black ball) were hybridized to form DNA tweezers. When the 

perfect-match T strand (green) interacts with DNA tweezers, the displacement of W strand 

by T activates the fluorophore. (B) The kinetics of strand displacement was measured by 

time dependent fluorescence measurement. The single-mismatch target strand interaction 

with DNA tweezers show less fluorescence activity compared to the interaction of the 

perfect match with DNA tweezers. (C) Real-time fluorescence measurement of the strand 

displacement. The DNA tweezers with the original N strand show high selectivity towards 

the perfect match T strand. The fluorescence intensity of DNA tweezers with single 

mismatch N strand is in positive correlation with the bonding strength between the base 

pairs in different combination (analyzed with NUPACK). (D) Heat Map depicting the 

fluorescence recovery of Texas Red labeled on W strand after the addition of T strand at 6 h. 

The perfect match is labeled in orange.
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Figure 2. 
Raman spectrum analysis of graphene surface and AFM images of graphene transistor 

surface with and without the DNA sensor. A) Raman spectrum of the CVD graphene 

confirm that the transferred graphene was a single layer. B) AFM imaging of graphene 

surface in fluid showed mostly flat surface with some wrinkles. C) Graphene surface 

covered with DNA tweezers in fluid. The strands produce features of ∼2–8 nm in height 

with an average diameter of about 18 nm. D) The binding of a perfect match DNA strand in 

fluid causes decrease in height of ∼2–6 nm and increase in diameter to ∼22 nm. E) AFM 

images of graphene transistor surface with the DNA tweezers sensor linked to graphene in 

air was random polygonal patterns lied down on the surface was observed. Black arrows in 

C and D indicate wrinkles on graphene surface. Cartoons at the bottom represent models of 

DNA structure in liquid and air. All images have a scan area of 1 × 1 μm and the surface 

height profiles are in nm while “z” was in the range of 19 nm.
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Figure 3. 
The strand displacement reactions on graphene FET and I-Vg relationship of the graphene 

FET sensor (A to D).The working principle of the wireless data transmission device (E to 

G). A) The shift in I-V curve with different concentration of perfect-match T (100 pM-100 

nM). B) The single-mismatch T showed significantly less shifts the I-V curve with similar 

concentration of T. The DNA sequences of T used in the different experiments are shown 

over the I-Vg curve. C) Dirac voltage shift of the FET sensor as a function of the target 

concentration. D) Dirac voltage shift of the FET sensor with background DNA. E) The 

schematics of the data transmission in wireless mode from the biosensor chip to a 

smartphone was shown. The resistance value was further processed using electrical voltage 

and current data transmitted to a smartphone. The magnified screenshot of Smartphone 

screen showed Bluetooth terminal mediated data received by Smartphone demonstrate 

communication between sensor device and Smartphone. The resistance changes before and 

after the detection of DNA was interpreted as I-V graph. F) Top-level design of the device 

with different operation modules highlighted. (Blue: Communication, Red: Signal 

Generation, Black: Measurement). G) The significant resistance changes of the channel 

layer caused by strand displacement at different concentrations of the T DNAs.
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Scheme 1. 
Schematics of the DNA nano-sensors. (A) Previously reported double-stranded (DS) probe 

design [9] stands vertically on the graphene surface. The T strand displaces the W strand, and 

the toehold portion becomes double-stranded, thus more charges from DNA are accumulated 

and detected. The electrical effect of DNA was reported to be rapidly decreased with 

distance, and only a few nucleotides (blue dot circle) that are close to the graphene surface 

influence the electrostatic potential on the sensor. (B) DNA nano-tweezers probe design. The 

probe was horizontally laid down on the graphene surface, placing the longer DNA sequence 
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of charge accumulation part (blue dot circle) in close proximity to the graphene surface. 

When the T strand displaces the W strand, the single-stranded toehold region becomes 

double-stranded, the overall probe architecture becomes triple-stranded bringing the longer 

DNA sequences of the charge accumulation part closer to the surface than the DS probe and 

gives larger signal. However single-mismatch T strand prohibits efficient strand 

displacement leaving the toehold region single-stranded. (C) Schematics of graphene FET 

sensor with DNA tweezers probe. Gate voltage was applied directly on the liquid gate 

(shown as a light blue hemisphere). I-V curve shifts leftwards and downwards only during 

the perfect match T strand displacement (The inset).
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